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Putin probably saw that.

Inflation rises to 10% in producer index, highest on record
Zachary Halaschak (Economics Reporter) - Washington Examiner

The inflation rate in Tuesday’s producer price index report was up 0.2 percentage
points from the previous month and is the highest in the gauge's 11-year history.

Tuesday's news signals more pain to come for households. The producer price index
gauges the wholesale prices of goods, which are eventually passed down to
consumers.

The news came just days after a report for the month of February found consumer
prices increased by 7.9% — the fastest annual rate in four decades. The high rate
of inflation has damaged President Joe Biden politically and undercut support for his
spending proposals.

"Inflation in the pipeline is showing few signs of decelerating in the near term,
especially as the Russia-Ukraine war wreaks havoc in energy and other commodity
markets,” economists with Oxford Economics said.

"Higher input costs will keep producer prices frustratingly elevated and continue to
squeeze profit margins, likely feeding higher consumer prices in the coming months
until war tensions unwind and goods demand moderates.”

Tuesday’s reading clocks in a day before the Federal Reserve’s Federal Open Market
Committee ends its two-day meeting and is expected to announce the first interest rate
increases in years.

The central bank undertook unprecedented measures to ease monetary policy after
the pandemic began more than two years ago. Those easy-money measures included
slashing its interest rate target to zero and buying up massive amounts of government
bonds.
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Now, the central bank is trying to rein in inflation by reversing those policies. Some
Fed watchers had predicted a rate hike of half a percentage point at the monetary
policy committee's March meeting rather than the typical raise of one-quarter of a
percentage point.

It would have been the first time the Fed has taken such an extreme move in more
than two decades, although Fed Chairman Jerome Powell hinted during recent
congressional testimony that the hike will likely only be a quarter-point move right
out of the gate.

Further complicating matters is the Russian war in Ukraine, which has sent gas
prices shooting up to their highest level in U.S. history and added to inflation.

BIDEN ‘I DID THAT’ STICKERS ARE AT GAS PUMPS EVERYWHERE
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Zelenskyy predicts victory in Ukraine, offers Russian soldiers 'a chance to survive'
He told 'Russian conscripts' to 'listen to me very carefully'
Tyler O'Neil - Fox News

In an address early Tuesday, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy predicted
victory over Russian President Vladimir Putin's forces in Ukraine and offered
Russian troops a "chance to survive” by surrendering.

"The 19th day of our resistance is over. Historical war. Another difficult day, which is
still approaching our victory. Approaching peace for Ukraine,” Zelenskyy
began, according to his presidential office.

He noted that "the enemy is confused" and did not expect stiff resistance. "Their
soldiers know this. Their officers are aware of this. They flee the battlefield. They
abandon equipment."

"We take trophies and use them to protect Ukraine,” Zelenskyy said. "Today, Russian
troops are, in fact, one of the suppliers of equipment to our army. They could not
imagine such a thing in a nightmare.”

Ukrainian soldiers examine their tanks at a military unit close to Kharkiv, Ukraine,
on Monday. (AP/Andrew Marienko)

He then addressed the Russian soldiers, urging them to surrender.
"Russian conscripts! Listen to me very carefully,” Zelenskyy warned. "Russian
officers! You’ve already understood everything. You will not take anything from
Ukraine. You will take lives. There are a lot of you. But your life will also be taken.
But why should you die? What for? I know that you want to survive.”

"Therefore, I offer you a choice,” the president said. "On behalf of the Ukrainian
people, I give you a chance. Chance to survive.”
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Ukraine President Volodymyr Zelenskyy holds a press conference on Russia's military
operations in Ukraine, on Feb. 25, 2022, in Kyiv. (Presidency of

Ukraine/Handout/Anadolu Agency via Getty Images)

"If you surrender to our forces, we will treat you the way people are supposed to be
treated. As people, decently. In a way you were not treated in your army. And in a
way your army does not treat ours,” Zelenskyy added. "Choose!”

He also praised the Russians "who do not stop trying to convey the truth” despite
Putin's crackdown on protests and journalists who buck his government narrative.
Zelenskyy specifically mentioned the woman who disrupted the Russian state
television broadcaster Channel One.

He said he is "grateful … personally to the woman who entered the studio of Channel
One with a poster against the war. To those who are not afraid to protest. As long as
your country has not completely closed itself off from the whole world, turning into a
very large North Korea, you must fight. You must not lose your chance.”

Members of the Ukrainian military arrive to reinforce a forward position on the
eastern frontline near Kalynivka village on March 08, 2022, in Kyiv, Ukraine. (Photo

by Chris McGrath/Getty Images)
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The president also warned that Russian military leaders will be held responsible for
war crimes.
"Responsibility for war crimes of the Russian military is inevitable,” he said.

"Responsibility for a deliberate humanitarian catastrophe in Ukrainian cities is
inevitable. The whole world sees what is happening in Mariupol. Kharkiv. Chernihiv.
Sumy. Okhtyrka. Hostomel. Irpin. In all our cities.”

Zelenskyy briefly addressed the peace talks with Russian negotiators, saying they
appear to be "pretty good.”
"Our delegation also worked on this in negotiations with the Russian party. Pretty
good, as I was told,” he said.

"But let's see. They will continue tomorrow.”

Russia announces sanctions against Biden and top US officials
Biden's son Hunter and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton also targeted
Brooke Singman - Fox News

Russia has imposed "retaliatory sanctions" against President Biden, a number of his
top administration officials, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and Biden's son
Hunter Biden amid its ongoing war with Ukraine.
According to Russian state-owned news agency Tass, the Russian Foreign Ministry on
Tuesday imposed "personal sanctions against representatives of the U.S. leadership
and persons associated with them.”

The sanctions, according to the report, were imposed "in response to a series of
unprecedented sanctions prohibiting, among other things, entry into the United States
for top officials of the Russian Federation.”

President Biden and Russian President Vladimir Putin enter the "Villa la Grange"
during their meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, June 16, 2021. (AP Photo/Alexander

Zemlianichenko, Pool)
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The report said that as of March 15, Biden and the other individuals listed would be
included on a Russian "stop list” on the "basis of reciprocity departments and
well-known American figures.”

The individuals included on the list are President Biden, Hunter Biden, Clinton,
Secretary of State Antony Blinken, Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin, national security
adviser Jake Sullivan, CIA Director William Burns, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Gen. Mark Milley, White House press secretary Jen Psaki, deputy assistant
national security adviser Duleep Singh, Director of the Agency for International
Development Samantha Power, Deputy Treasury Secretary Adewale Adeyemo and
president and chairman of the Export-Import Bank Reta Joe Lewis.

When asked about the sanctions during the White House briefing Tuesday, Psaki
quipped: "I would first note that president Biden is a junior, so they may have
sanctioned his dad. May he rest in peace.”

Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin, left, and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Chairman
Gen. Mark Milley talk before a Senate Appropriations Committee hearing on Capitol

Hill in Washington, D.C., on June 17, 2021. (Evelyn Hockstein/Pool via AP)

"The second piece, I would say, is that won't surprise any of you, that none of us are
planning tourist trips to Russia,” Psaki said. "None of us have bank accounts that we
won't be able to access.”
She added: "So we will forge ahead.”

Clinton also reacted to the sanctions on Twitter.
"I want to thank the Russian Academy for this Lifetime Achievement Award,” Clinton
tweeted Tuesday afternoon.

The sanctions come after the U.S. and Western allies have imposed severe and
crippling sanctions on Russia, including on President Vladimir Putin.



Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton (Samuel Corum/Anadolu Agency/Getty
Images)

Biden last month sanctioned major Russian banks, including VTB, Sberbank, Bank
Otkritie, Sovcombank OJSC and Novikombank. The sanctions made it harder for
Russia to do business in dollars, euros, pounds and yen.

Secretary of State Antony Blinken speaks during a photo opportunity with Romanian
Foreign Minister Bogdan Aurescu at the State Department, Monday, Nov. 8, 2021, in

Washington. (AP Photo/Alex Brandon, Pool)

The U.S. sanctions also target Russia elites: Sergei Ivanov and his son Sergei, Andrey
Patrushev and his son Nikolai, Igor Sechin and his son Ivan, Andrey Puchkov, Yuriy
Solviev and two real estate companies he owns, Galina Ulyutina and Alexander
Vedyakhin.

The sanctions also limit the borrowing opportunities for 13 Russian entities and
enterprises, according to the U.S.: Sberbank, AlfaBank, Credit Bank of Moscow,
Gazprombank, Russian Agricultural Bank, Gazprom, Gazprom Neft, Transneft,
Rostelecom, RusHydro, Alrosa, Sovcomflot and Russian Railways.

The U.S. and its partners have also said they would go after the Russian military and
Belarusian individuals and entities for their support for the invasion. Also last month,
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the United States, Canada and European allies announced additional sanctions that
would remove "selected” Russian banks from the SWIFT financial system.

SWIFT provides messaging services to banks in over 200 countries and is controlled
by the central banks of the G-10, including Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United States, Switzerland and
Sweden.

The sanction has been used by the EU in Iran in 2012 and in 2018.
Last week, Biden moved to ban all imports of Russian oil, gas and energy to the
United States, targeting the "main artery" of Russia’s economy.

Biden also called for an end to normal trade relations with Russia and said last week
that the United States is banning the import of Russian seafood, vodka and diamonds.

Revoking Russia's "most favored nation” status will allow for increased tariffs on
imports from the country in addition to the crushing sanctions already imposed as a
consequence of Russia's invasion of Ukraine. But it must be done by Congress. Biden
highlighted bipartisan support for the move in a Friday announcement in conjunction
with other G7 and European Union leader.
Russia’s economy is struggling under the weight of the sanctions, and a deep
recession is predicted in the country, according to the IMF.

According to U.S. intelligence, confirmed by Fox News, after its invasion of Ukraine
on Feb. 24, Russia asked China for military and economic aid. In an attempt to
protect intelligence sources, U.S. officials have been reluctant to detail what type of
aid is being sought.

"We do have deep concerns about China’s alignment with Russia at this time,” a
senior administration official said Monday, noting that U.S. officials have been
"direct about those concerns and the potential implications and consequences of
certain actions" with their Chinese counterparts.
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Sign of the times…

I spread Kremlin propaganda’: Russian TV news protester's pre-recorded statement.

U.S. says Russian troops "killed 10 people standing in line for bread”
Tucker Reals - CBS News

The U.S. Embassy in Ukraine said Russian troops "shot and killed 10 people standing
in line for bread" on Wednesday in the decimated northeast Ukrainian city of
Chernihiv. The embassy did not cite what evidence it had of the attack in a statement
posted on its official Twitter account.

"Such horrific attacks must stop," the Embassy said in the tweet, adding that the U.S.
government was "considering all available options to ensure accountability for any
atrocity crimes in Ukraine.”
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Will Russia face justice for alleged war crimes in Ukraine?
With each day, the cost in human lives and suffering of Russia's war on Ukraine rises.
The United Nations human rights office has registered about 600 civilian deaths, but
the U.N. acknowledges the real toll is certain to be far higher.

Ukrainian officials say thousands have been killed — more than 2,000 in the besieged
southern city of Mariupol alone.

There was little information on the alleged attack on civilians lining up for food in
Chernihiv, but video posted to social media showed the purported aftermath, with a
number of bodies on the ground.

One of those to post the video was Oleksandr Merezhko, deputy head of the
Verkhovna Rada, Ukraine's parliament, and chair of its Foreign Affairs Committee.
"Russians have killed more than ten people who were standing in line to buy some
bread," he said in his tweet.

The alleged attack came a day after Ukraine's general prosecutor's office said a
Russian artillery strike had hit a university and open-air market in Chernihiv on
Monday, killing 10. It was one of many strikes to hit the city over the last three weeks.

The governor of the region said Wednesday that electricity had been cut to Chernihiv
city and some surrounding towns and villages, but the Reuters news agency quoted
Governor Viacheslav Chaus as saying Ukraine's armed forces were dealing
"powerful blows on the Russian enemy every hour.”

CBS News Firefighters are seen at the site as smoke rises from a damaged building
after Russian attacks hit residential buildings in Chernihiv, Ukraine, March 13, 2022.

Credit: State Emergency Service of Ukraine/Handout/Anadolu Agency/Getty
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On Tuesday, Reuters interviewed Mykola Vasylinko in Kyiv, who said he had just fled
to the capital from Chernihiv, where the situation was "much worse.”

"This is no Chernihiv,” he told Reuters. "They [Russian forces] have tried to erase [it]
from the Earth's surface. They bomb residential areas, they specifically target
residential buildings.”

Chernihiv is one of several large cities very close to Ukraine's northeast border with
Russia that have come under blistering artillery fire since Vladimir Putin ordered the
invasion and air war against Ukraine to start on February 24.

Council of Europe expels Russia from human rights body
RAF CASERT & JEAN-FRANCOIS BADIAS - Associated Press (AP)

Associated Press

STRASBOURG, France (AP) — The Council of Europe on Wednesday expelled
Russia from the continent’s foremost human rights body in an unprecedented move
over Moscow's invasion and war in Ukraine.

The 47-nation organization’s committee of ministers said in statement that “the
Russian Federation ceases to be a member of the Council of Europe as from today.”
In a highly symbolic move after the decision, Council of Europe staff went outside of
its headquarters in Strasbourg and took down the Russian flag, neatly folding the
tricolor before it was taken away.

Despite the pomp, it was an unceremonious end to 26 years of membership in the
group. But many said it was fully deserved.

“Russia’s actions alone have led to this outcome,” Swedish Foreign Minister Ann
Linde said. “We sincerely hope that Russia will one day return to the ideals of peace
and democracy, and regain its membership.”



Associated Press Employees of the Council of Europe fold the Russian flag after it
was removed from the Council of Europe building, Wednesday, March 16, 2022 in

Strasbourg.

The Council of Europe expelled Russia from the continent's foremost human rights
body in an unprecedented move over its invasion and war in Ukraine. The 47-nation
organization's committee of ministers said in statement that "the Russian Federation
ceases to be a member of the Council of Europe as from today, after 26 years of
membership.” (AP Photo/Jean-Francois Badias)

Earlier this week, the group’s parliamentary assembly already initiated the process of
expulsion and unanimously backed that Russia would be kicked out. Russian Foreign
Minister Sergey Lavrov insisted Wednesday that it would have left the body
regardless.

In an interview with Russian broadcaster RBK, he accused NATO and EU countries
of “abusing their majority in the council, eventually transforming it into a tool for
anti-Russian policy.” Ukraine is also a member of the Council of Europe.

Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba immediately welcomed the decision,
tweeting that there was “no place for Russia in European bodies as it wages a
barbaric war of aggression against Ukraine and commits multiple war crimes."



Associated Press Employees of the Council of Europe remove the Russian flag from
the Council of Europe building, Wednesday, March 16, 2022 in Strasbourg.

The Council of Europe expelled Russia from the continent's foremost human rights
body in an unprecedented move over its invasion and war in Ukraine. The 47-nation
organization's committee of ministers said in statement that "the Russian Federation
ceases to be a member of the Council of Europe as from today, after 26 years of
membership." (AP Photo/Jean-Francois Badias)

It was unclear what the extent of support was for the expulsion since the Committee of
Ministers arrived at a “consensus” behind closed doors, making it impossible to have
a full breakdown of votes.

ICYMI: Russian Soldiers Turn on Commanders, Reveal They've Been Deprived of
Food, Used as 'Cannon Fodder'
Richard Moorhead - The Wall Street Journal
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Russian soldiers are heard lamenting their awful living conditions in Ukraine in an
early March video. The video, filmed by a Russian soldier, was obtained by Ukraine’s
UATV.

The narrator explains that a large group of Russian personnel standing in a barn-like
structure have been stuck there for “three or four days.”

“We haven’t had a decent meal for three or four days,” explains a young,
demoralized and tired soldier.
“This is how we slept… On the floor, without food or water.”
“This is how they work. This is the Russian army.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NTS6kts3uA&t=2s

The soldier repeatedly says that his commanders forced the men into Ukraine as
“cannon fodder,” revealing that several of his comrades had been killed in
military operations.

“These guys who were thrown in Ukraine as a cannon fodder – all of them, those who
survived – we are all gathered here.”

Have these soldiers been abused by their leaders?
Russia has a mandatory military draft for its male citizens, but its military
distinguishes draftees from professional contract soldiers.

President Vladimir Putin had promised that conscripts wouldn’t be sent to the
front-lines of his Ukraine invasion, but military officials since revealed that they had
been deployed to the combat zone, according to Business Insider.

The Kremlin has since launched an investigation to punish military
officials responsible for ordering conscripts into the war.

It’s not entirely clear if the soldiers in the video are conscripts, but the reference to
military officials pressuring them to “sign some papers” indicates that it’s very likely.
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The video’s narrator says that his commanders wanted to make it seem as if the
soldiers had never even come to Ukraine, potentially ducking responsibility for
deploying conscripts to combat.

Varying estimates calculate Russian casualties in the thousands, with Ukraine’s
military claiming that 13,500 Russian troops had been killed in action since the start
of the conflict as of Tuesday.

Some have suggested that Putin expected his invasion of Ukraine to be a cakewalk,
with Ukrainian servicemen laying down their weapons and accepting Russian
domination of their country.

Instead, Russia has inserted itself into a quagmire and is facing global isolation and
scorn for the war of aggression on top of significant casualties and fierce resistance.
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Ukrainian forces free kidnapped Melitopol mayor from Russian captivity,
Zelenskyy's office says
The Business Journal

Ukrainian soldiers are pictured near Kharkiv, Ukraine, in February. Marienko
Andrew/AP

Ukrainian forces have freed Melitopol mayor Ivan Fyodorov from Russian captivity, a
top Ukrainian government official said on Wednesday.

"Good news from Zaporizhiya, a special operation aiming to free the mayor of
Melitopol Ivan Federov has just now been successfully completed,” Kyrylo
Tymoshenko, the deputy head of President Volodymyr Zelenskyy's office, said in a
video message.

Tymoshenko said Fyodorov is now safe. He added that the Ukrainian government
would "never leave our own people.”

"Very soon Ivan will once again return to his duties as mayor of Ukrainian Melitopol,”
Tymoshenko added.

The 33-year-old mayor called the Russian forces "occupiers” once they overtook his
city, according to The New York Times.

Security camera footage showed someone being escorted out of a Melitopol
government building, The Times reported. A Russian news agency later said that
Fyodorov was being taken to a breakaway area that Moscow has claimed control
over.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy previously demanded Fyodorov's release.
He called the mayor's capture an attempt "to bring the city to its knees.”

"The capture of the mayor of Melitopol is a crime, not only against a particular
person, against a particular community, and not only against Ukraine,” Zelenskyy
said at the time.
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"It is a crime against democracy itself. The actions of the Russian invaders will be
equated with those of Islamic State terrorists.”

Group Helping Ukraine: We Are Sending Meals, We'll Get Bombed if We Say
Where
The Wall Street Journal

Dave Donaldson, co-founder and chairman of CityServe, talks about his experience
on the frontlines of the Ukraine crisis.

YURIY DYACHYSHYN, AFP via Getty Images. 109 empty strollers placed outside the
Lviv city council on March 18, 2022 commemorate the number of children killed in
Russia's ongoing invasion of Ukraine.



Fearing Poisoning, Vladimir Putin Replaces 1,000 of His Personal Staff
Insider News

Daily Beast contributing editor Craig Copetas says he’s been told that Putin has
people tasting his food before he eats it and that last month, he replaced his entire
personal staff of 1,000 people.

Vladimir Putin appeared on Russian state TV today to denounce Russians who
opposed his war with Ukraine as “scum” and “traitors.” But behind the scenes, the
dictator is increasingly paranoid and fears that someone in his inner circle will
poison him, a new report says.

Daily Beast contributing editor Craig Copetas says he’s been told that Putin has
people tasting his food before he eats it and that last month, he replaced his entire
personal staff of 1,000 people.

“Laundresses, secretaries, cooks — to a whole new group of people. The assessment
from the intelligence community is that he's scared,” Copetas said.

Copetas says that the preferred method of assassination in Russia is poison.
Putin should know — it's believed his agents killed outspoken critic Alexander
Litvinenko by spiking a pot of tea with radioactive poison in 2006.

And in 2018, authorities say Putin’s henchmen sprayed deadly poison on the front
door of former spy Sergei Skripal. He and his daughter narrowly escaped death.

Putin also allegedly ordered the poisoning of Russian opposition leader Alexei
Navalny. He survived, but is now languishing in a Russian jail.

Mystery Munitions Being Found in Ukraine Finally Identified; Russia Has Been
Keeping This Profound Capability Secret
Richard Bledsoe - The Western Journal
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In “The Art of War,” Sun Tzu stated, “All warfare is based in deception.”
The timeless truth of that observation from a Chinese strategist of the 6th Century B.C.
is on full display in the ongoing invasion of Ukraine by Russia, with the discovery of a
dangerous example of deception in contemporary warfare.

To counter Ukrainian air defenses, Russia has been using short-range ballistic
missiles that launch decoy munitions while carrying their deadly payloads. This
innovation surprised Western observers, The New York Times reported on Monday.

Identifying the 16-inch long, dart-shaped objects recovered in Ukraine as part of a
decoy system solved a mystery that began shortly after the invasion started in late
February. At first, the strange recovered munitions were puzzling, as demonstrated in
a Twitter post by CAT-UXO, a site identified by the Times as intended for “military
and civilian bomb disposal experts.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/03/14/us/russia-ukraine-weapons-decoy.html


As reported by the U.K. Daily Mail, missile decoys are known in military jargon as
“penetration aids,” or PENAIDs, and were developed during the Cold War.

According to The Drive, an automotive website with extensive coverage of military
matters, PENAIDS were originally deployed on long-range missiles carrying nuclear
warheads. They were created in response to the development of anti-missile defense
systems.

The idea is to overwhelm enemy air defenses with multiple potential threats, so the
real devices have better odds of striking their targets.

The Russian innovation has been to add the decoys to their short-range Iskander-M
missiles, according to the Times, which noted, “The incorporation of the devices into
weapons like the Iskander-M that have conventional warheads has not been
previously documented in military arsenals.”

These so-called short-range weapons still have a range of 310 miles, according to
The Drive. The rockets are fired from mobile launchers, which increases their reach
and unpredictability.

Both The Drive and the Daily Mail reported that some Iskander-Ms were launched
into Ukraine from the Russian-friendly country of Belarus.
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The decoys launch when the Iskander-M detects it has been targeted by air defense
systems, according to The Times. Iskander-Ms were already hard to defend against,
as the highly elusive missiles fly at a low trajectory. The PENAIDS add multiple ways
for them to counter antimissile systems.

In the Daily Mail report, Michael Duitsman, a research associate at the James Martin
Center for Nonproliferation Studies in Monterey, California, explained three ways
PENAIDs can work:

As physical objects, they clutter up radar. They can use flares to create hotspots for
heat-seeking weapons. Electronically, they can transmit signals disrupting radar and
other electronics.
“’The Iskander-M PENAID does all three,” Duitsman said.

Professor Jeffrey Lewis, a non-proliferation expert at the James Martin Center,
believes he identified how the missile releases the decoys.



Lewis told the Times that Russia has now given away a secret of its military abilities
because the Russian military has to know that the missiles will be studied by Western
experts to devise effective countermeasures.

We must hope so. The Daily Mail noted that Ukraine has not been effective in
countering the ballistic missiles. It is unknown how much of that failure is due to the
use of PENAIDs.

According to The Drive, Iskander-Ms can be fitted with nuclear warheads. It would
only take one such missile introduced into the Ukrainian conflict to cause
catastrophic results.

Despite pressure from many nations, Russian President Vladimir Putin has persisted
with the invasion. The response from the West has been inconsistent at best.

As the combat continues, Russia will give away more of its secret abilities and
technology. We must learn to counter them before it’s too late.

Russian trio blast off for ISS in shadow of Ukraine war
AFP
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Handout

Three Russian cosmonauts blasted off to the International Space Station Friday, as
Moscow's military intervention in Ukraine brought the Kremlin's relations with the
West to their lowest point since the Soviet era.

Russian space veteran Oleg Artemyev and rookies Denis Matveyev and Sergei
Korsakov set off at 1555 GMT, a NASA live feed showed, beginning a three-hour ride
to the orbital lab where they will be greeted by a crew of two Russians, four
Americans and one German.

Russian space agency Roscosmos confirmed in a statement that the trio had
successfully entered orbit beginning a half-year mission aboard the lab.

In the years since Russia's 2014 annexation of the Ukrainian peninsula of Crimea
triggered a first wave of Western sanctions, space has proved an outlier of
cooperation between Moscow and its American and European counterparts.

But tensions even in this field grew after Russian President Vladimir Putin appointed
nationalist ally Dmitri Rogozin -- an enthusiastic supporter of the current invasion --
as head of Roscosomos in 2018.

"Ours! For the first time in many years - a completely Russian crew," Rogozin wrote
on Friday prior to the launch on Twitter -- a messaging service that has been blocked
in Russia since March 4 as part of a crackdown on social media and the independent
press.

Last month US President Joe Biden announced sanctions targeting Moscow's
aerospace industry in the wake of Russia's invasion, triggering dark warnings from
Rogozin.

"If you block cooperation with us, who will save the ISS from uncontrolled de-orbiting
and falling on US or European territory?" the Roscosomos boss wrote in a tweet last
month -- noting that the station doesn't fly over much of Russia.



The tweet sparked bizarre exchanges between him and Elon Musk, the US billionaire
whose SpaceX company has ended Moscow's near decade-long monopoly on launches
to the orbital lab.

Musk has offered to fight Putin in "single combat” over Ukraine.
Rogozin responded in defence of the Russian leader, citing one of Musk's earlier
musings in which the entrepreneur said he often tweets on the toilet.
"Elon, get off the toilet, then we will talk,” he wrote.

- Medal refusal -
Russian cosmonauts and Westerns astronauts aboard the ISS have steered clear of the
conflict that has engulfed planet down on Earth. The war has left thousands dead and
triggered Europe's biggest refugee crisis since World War Two.

But Scott Kelly, a retired astronaut whose NASA record of 340 consecutive days in
space was broken by colleague Mark Vande Hei earlier this week, has refused a
medal awarded to him by the Russian government in 2011.

"Please, give (the medal) to Russian mothers whose sons have been killed in this
unjust war," Kelly said in a tweet addressed to Russia's former president and current
deputy security council chairman Dmitri Medvedev earlier this month.

The ISS, a collaboration among the US, Canada, Japan, the European Space Agency
and Russia, is split into two sections: the US Orbital Segment, and the Russian
Orbital Segment.

At present, the ISS depends on a Russian propulsion system to maintain its orbit,
some 250 miles (400 kilometers) above sea level, with the US segment responsible for
electricity and life support systems.

NASA has said that it "continues working with all our international partners,
including the State Space Corporation Roscosmos, for the ongoing safe operations of
the International Space Station.”

In the latest blow to cooperation in space between Russia and the West, the European
Space Agency (ESA) said Thursday that it was suspending participation in a
Russian-European mission to land a rover on Mars.

Rogozin called the decision "bitter” but pledged that Roscosmos would carry out the
mission on its own.

The Roscosmos director has also courted controversy in Kazakhstan, which leases the
world's oldest space launch facility to Moscow. He last week posted pictures of
Kazakh youth appearing to take part in political demonstrations supporting Russia in
Baikonur city.

Kazakhstan has pledged to stay neutral in Moscow's conflict with Kyiv despite being a
member of Russia-led trade and security blocs. It made no official statement on the
rallies, which caused outrage among some Kazakhs on social media.



Ukrainian Ballet Star Artyom Datsishin Dies at 43 from Injuries in Russian
Invasion: Report
Maria Pasquini - People

People

Artyom Datsishin, a Ukrainian ballet dancer, has reportedly died after being injured
during the Russian invasion.

Datsishin, a principal dancer with the National Opera of Ukraine, was wounded in
Kyiv two days after Russia launched a large-scale invasion on Feb. 24, according to
the Evening Standard, which reported he was 43.

"On February 26, he was fired upon by the Russian military,” friend Tatyana
Borovik wrote on Facebook, according to the newspaper. He "was seriously
wounded," Borovik continued, adding that he "died in the hospital.”

"I can't express my heartache that is overwhelming me,” she wrote. "May your
memory be bright.”

Anatoly Solovyanenko, who is the general stage director at the opera house,
remembered Datsishin as a "beautiful artist” and a "wonderful man.”

His death was also mourned by Alexei Ratmansky, a Russian choreographer and
former artistic director of the Bolshoi Ballet. After Russia launched their attack,
Ratmansky — who grew up in Kyiv — immediately left Moscow for the United
States, The New York Times previously reported.

Datsyshyn died from "wounds received on February 26 when he got under Russian
artillery fire,” Ratmansky wrote in a social media post.

"He was a beautiful dancer loved by his colleagues,” continued Ratmansky, who
shared that the news caused "unbearable pain.”

https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/artyom-datsishin-ukraine-ballet-star-dies-shelling-russia-kyiv-moscow-bolshoi-b988989.html
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=3159598554286112&id=100007079952316
https://www.facebook.com/anatoly.solovyanenko.9/posts/519731613008739
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/27/arts/dance/alexei-ratmansky-leaves-bolshoi-ballet.html
https://www.facebook.com/alexei.ratmansky/posts/10220650450676011


"I am furious,” he wrote in a separate comment, noting that he had thought in the
past of inviting the dancer to join the Bolshoi Ballet. "He was really good.”

Throughout his career, Datsishin toured in Europe and the United States, according
to the Evening Standard. He performed lead roles in several well-known ballets,
including Swan Lake, Romeo and Juliet and The Nutcracker.

A funeral was held in Kyiv on Friday, per the newspaper.

Russia's attack on Ukraine marks the first major land conflict in Europe in decades.
Details of the fighting change by the day, but hundreds of civilians have already been
reported dead or wounded, including children. Millions of Ukrainians have also fled,
per the United Nations.

The invasion, ordered by Russian President Vladimir Putin — who insists Ukraine
has historic ties to Russia and he is acting in the best security — has drawn
condemnation around the world and increasingly severe economic sanctions against
Russia.

With NATO forces massing in the region around Ukraine, various countries have also
pledged aid or military support to the resistance. Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy called for peace talks — so far unsuccessful — while urging his country to
fight back.

"Nobody is going to break us, we're strong, we're Ukrainians,” he told the European
Union in a speech in the early days of the fighting, adding, "Life will win over death.
And light will win over darkness.”

Vladimir Putin Suddenly Disappears From TV Broadcast During Russia Speech
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Isabel van Brugen - Newsweek
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Russian President Vladimir Putin suddenly disappeared from a state television
broadcast during a speech at an event to mark the eighth anniversary of the
annexation of Crimea on Friday. His spokesman blamed the interruption on a
technical glitch.

Putin was delivering a speech at Moscow's packed Luzhniki Stadium to an audience
of thousands, where he began hailing what he described as Russia's "special military
operation” in Ukraine, before the camera cut to a crowd waving Russian flags and
Oleg Gazmanov's performance of the song "Forward, Russia!”

"On our land, united by a common destiny,” Putin said, quoting the Russian
constitution.



Putin pushed the Kremlin's unsubstantiated claims that Ukrainians are committing
"genocide” against ethnic Russians, and said "it has been long since we saw such
unity in our people.”

Putin launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24, saying that his offensive
aims to "denazify” and demilitarize the country. Ukrainian and Western officials
argue this a false pretext to justify the incursion.

"The purpose of this operation is to protect people who for eight years now have been
facing humiliation and genocide perpetrated by the Kyiv regime,” he said in televised
remarks last month.

"To this end, we will seek to demilitarize and denazify Ukraine, as well as bring to
trial those who perpetrated numerous bloody crimes against civilians, including
against citizens of the Russian Federation.”

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters that Putin's speech was interrupted
because of a technical glitch.

"This was caused by a technical failure on the server,” Peskov was quoted by Russian
state-run media outlets as saying. Russian state television later broadcast Putin's full
speech, which ended a few seconds after the interruption.

The event was aired on nearly all major Russian TV channels, including Channel One,
Russia 1, NTV, TVC, Match, Channel Five, REN TV, STS, TNT, TV-3, Russia 24, OTR,
Home and Friday, according to the Telegram messaging service channel, Editorial
Office.

Before the broadcast was interrupted, Putin said the purpose of the "special
operation” in Ukraine is to "save people from genocide” and quoted the Gospel of
John: "Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his
friends.”

"It so happened that the beginning of the operation coincided—quite by chance—with
the birthday of one of our outstanding military leaders,” the Russian president said as
he walked around a stage.

Russian police say some 200,000 attended the pro-government event. Independent
media accused Russian authorities of forcing state company workers to attend and
said online adverts offered small fees for attendance.

Luzhniki Stadium, initially called the Central Lenin Stadium, has a total seating
capacity of 81,000.

Russian Cyber Attacks Are Struggling to Impact Ukraine’s Networks
Thomas Seal & Alberto Nardelli - Bloomberg
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(Bloomberg) -- Russian cyber-attacks have so far struggled to successfully target
Ukraine’s critical national infrastructure, according to government officials.

While they are aware of Russian intent to disrupt or infiltrate Ukrainian systems,
according to the officials, they have continued to function and Ukraine has mounted a
strong defense.

Many denial-of-service attacks targeting Ukraine are of low sophistication and
impact, the people said, who asked not to be identified discussing private information.
The country’s experience fending off major cyber-attacks since 2015 may have helped
prepare it for recent attempts, they added.

The destructive “wiper” malware seen in Ukraine is more insidious and the officials
said they are on alert for it appearing outside of the country. In the hours prior to
Russia’s invasion, some Ukrainian government agencies were targeted with the
software, which deleted data held on infected computers.

More aggressive network take-downs or attacks may not fit with Russian objectives,
they added, and Russia could even be leaving the broadband network active for its
own means to gather intelligence.

Over 400,000 people have volunteered to help the Ukrainian government, using
digital means to disrupt Russian government and military targets, according to a
Ukrainian cyber-security official.

Although cyber-attacks within Ukraine have had mixed success, there have been
significant attacks on other targets. U.S., French and Ukrainian intelligence agencies
are investigating an apparent cyber-attack against ViaSat Inc., according to a
report from Reuters.

The U.K. is now also investigating the attack, according to people familiar with the
situation.

A spokesperson for the U.S. National Security Agency said, “NSA is aware of reports
of a potential cyber-attack that disconnected thousands of very small aperture

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-03-04/ukraine-s-hacker-army-said-to-be-helped-by-400-000-supporters
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terminals (VSATs) that receive data to and from a satellite network. We continue to
work with inter-agency partners and allies to assess the scope and severity of the
incident.”

A European official told Bloomberg that the interruption was likely a cyber-attack
and that agencies were investigating to determine any potential attribution.

It’s one of the highest profile cyber incidents seen during the Russian invasion of
Ukraine, and could be “spillover” from the conflict, said the officials, who asked not
to be named discussing confidential matters.

It is not known whether the hack is attributed to Russian activity.
ViaSat previously said they believed a partial network outage affecting customers in
Ukraine was “caused by a cyber event.” Representatives for the California-based
company didn’t immediately respond to a request for comment outside of ordinary
business hours.

French internet provider Nordnet also said that the incident had disrupted some of its
services.

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security and FBI issued a warning Thursday
urging organizations to lower their threshold for reporting malicious cyber activity
potentially affecting satellite networks.

(Updating with NSA comment in ninth paragraph, mention of U.S. cyber warning in
final paragraph.)

Hackers built a tool to let you text Russian citizens about the war
Charlie Fripp - Komando.com

Komando

Shortly after the invasion of Ukraine, Russian President Vladimir Putin started to
tighten his government's grip on information. Not only blocking what average

https://twitter.com/NordnetOFFICIEL/status/1496774782527979523
https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-076a


Russians can say but also preventing sources from broadcasting about the invasion to
Russian audiences.

Putin's actions and militant censorship have created an information vacuum,
effectively cutting Russians from global communications. Websites like Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram went dark as the Kremlin inches closer to unplugging
Russian citizens from social media.

But while major news outlets like BBC and Deutsche Welle are kicked out, it doesn't
mean that you can’t share information. Read on to see how hackers are helping
Russians find out what’s happening in Ukraine.

Here's the backstory
Neighboring countries have opened their borders to refugees, ordinary farmers and
civilians have taken up arms, and millions of dollars in humanitarian aid have been
sent to Ukraine through international fundraising events.

But all the money and support can't get accurate information to the Russian people.
To circumvent the censorship, a group of Polish programmers created the Squad303
website with one goal: to tell Russians the truth about the Ukraine invasion.

"Nearly 150 million Russians do not know the truth about the causes or course of the
war in Ukraine. It is fed with the lies of the Kremlin propaganda. There is no free
media in Russia, and the internet is censored,” explains the website.

What you can do about it
When you visit Squad303, it explains that the website gives you the tools to send
messages directly to Russians without government censorship. First, you need to
select your preferred method of communication between a text message, WhatsApp,
or email. The system then randomly selects a Russian recipient.

No matter your choice, the message is already filled out in Russian. But there are a
few things that you need to be aware of:
When you select email, it will display the recipient's email address along with a Send
Email button. You can either click the button to send the mail anonymously or copy
the address and send your own email.

Send WhatsApp or SMS (text message) will generate text in Russian and display the
randomly generated number. Unfortunately, you don't have the option to send it
through the website, so you'll have to copy the number to your phone and send it from
your device.

The Russian recipient can also see your mobile number through the latter process and
might not take kindly to unsolicited messages. Sending war-related messages to
random Russians can also land them in jail. Police have reportedly stopped people on
the streets to check their phones for "undesired” communication.

The website's name is also rather interesting, as it comes from the Royal Air Force's
303 Fighter Squadron. The majority in the squadron were Polish, who eliminated the

https://1920.in/
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most significant number of German aircraft during the Battle for Britain in World
War II.

NORAD Holds Arctic Air Drills as Tensions With Russia Increase
Naveed Jamali - Newsweek

Entering the fourth week of Russian President Vladimir Putin's invasion of Ukraine,
the battle for air superiority continues to play a significant role in the war's outcome.

Over 4,000 miles away, U.S. and Canadian troops held a training exercise to bolster
their air defense capabilities in the arctic.

The North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), a binational defense
operation between America and Canada, held its Operation Noble Defender in
Yellowknife, Canada from March 14 to 17, where forces practiced responding to
potential aircraft and cruise missile threats.

Major-General Eric Kenny, Commander for the Canadian NORAD Region,
told Newsweek these trainings showcase the defense operation's "capabilities” and
"readiness” to its adversaries.

However, he said it also demonstrates that NORAD can control North America's
arctic airspace, an important factor as the arctic continues to emerge as a place for
global competition.

"We know Russia's capabilities, and I think it reinforces the importance of what we do
within the NORAD mission set to provide air defense 24-7-365,” Kenny
told Newsweek. "We're seeing, the sea ice diminishing, competition resources
increasing the Arctic.”

"Therefore, at the NORAD enterprise, we need to make sure that our ability to
monitor and control airspace, in particular that over North America, becomes just as
important, if not more important, than in the past,” he added.

Kenny notes that NORAD was initially created during the Cold War as a deterrent to
the Soviet Union. As the U.S. shifts its military focus away from the war on terror to
competing with fellow great powers, NORAD finds itself in a role similar to the one it
played in the past.

The United States appears committed to shoring up its ability to carry out defense
operations in the arctic regions of North America, particularly Alaska, having
also recently overseen an arctic training under the U.S. Northern Command
(USNORTHCOM) aimed to teach troops the skills needed in order to effectively
operate in cold weather battle.

Elizabeth Buchanan, a lecturer of strategic studies for Deakin University at the
Australian War College and a fellow of the Modern War Institute West Point, wrote a
book on Russia's arctic strategy under Putin. She told Newsweek the arctic serves as

https://www.newsweek.com/us-military-arctic-training-sends-message-russians-1686954


a "a litmus test for many global security challenges,” including climate change,
resource insecurity and great power competition.

"The region has clear short-term challenges — how to remain engaged with Russia in
the wake of the Ukraine War is one aspect — but the long-term challenges also
necessitate U.S. Arctic capability, particularly around Chinese naval and maritime
expansionist agendas,” Buchanan told Newsweek.

"Beyond space, the arctic is perhaps the next frontier for real-time great power
competition as we emerge in a multi-polar world order,” she added.

CANR NORAD via DVIDS Royal Canadian Air Force CF-18 fighter jets arrive at the
Yellowknife airport on March 14, 2022 for NORAD Operation Noble Defender.

NORAD Operation NOBLE DEFENDER 22-2 is an air defence operation that runs
from from March 14 to 17, 2022, involving a variety of military aircraft from the
Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) and United States Air Force.

Security issues in the arctic extend far beyond control of fossil fuel exploration and
fishing rights, Buchanan said. Informational power, in particular data security, has
emerged as a key resource of the arctic.

Buchanan said that new cables are being put in the arctic to connect Asia and Europe
in a move to increase the speed of data transfers that could be used for global
financial markets. Should these channels become controlled by Russia, the West could
face potential security challenges, Buchanan said.

Kenny said that as climate change reduces sea ice in the arctic the area is becoming
easier to access. Ships are passing through the area at higher rates and natural
resources are becoming more accessible than ever.

As the adversaries to the West ramp up their activities in the region, both commercial
and military, Kenny said NORAD must be prepared for any future defense challenges.



"We do see countries such as Russia and China building up their infrastructure in the
north, or the capabilities to operate in the north, at a very advanced rate,” Kenny
told Newsweek.

“And that in itself, based on all the different competing interests will lead to
competition, and therefore, for sure, a security Nexus, if not a defense Nexus,” he
added.


